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Abstract: It is now common practice for professional photographers to use “raw”
formats to store digital photographs. Previously, photographers took master digital
photographs such as TIFF files and produced numerous variant files as they experimented
with editing options (e.g. white balance, cropping, tweaked color profiles). With the
emergence of raw photography, large photographic files are edited and handled through
the recording of metadata that represent information about changes made to a single
master file, thereby avoiding retention of many large edited variant files.
Underlying this technology is the concept and process of “parametric image editing”
(PIE), which is geared toward nondestructive and reversible editing of digital
photographs. This avoids excessive and inefficient management and storage of files. If an
earlier version of a file is required, it is simply restored using the metadata. Such
information may be explicitly available to the user or it may be held within the software.
Parametric editing can serve as a model for digital curation. “Parametric curation” is an
approach that uses metadata about changes made rather than unduly replicating identical
or similar information. One particular approach is based on the capture and retention of
forensic disk images, which provide exact copies of all storage sectors on storage media.
The files within the disk image may be retained in situ for future export as and when
necessary. We will discuss the rationale for parametric curation in archival collections,
as well as various practical implications for archival workflows, including the use of
Digital Forensics XML (DFXML).
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